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Real-Time Dynamic Bokeh Rendering
with Efficient Look-Up Table Sampling

Yuna Jeong, Seung Youp Baek, Yechan Seok, Gi Beom Lee, and Sungkil Lee

Abstract—This article presents a real-time bokeh rendering technique that splats pre-computed sprites but takes dynamic visibilities and
intrinsic appearances into account at runtime. To attain alias-free looks without excessive sampling on a lens, the visibilities of strong
highlights are densely sampled using rasterization, while regular objects are sparsely sampled using conventional defocus-blur rendering.
The intrinsic appearance is dynamically transformed from a precomputed look-up table, which encodes radial aberrations against image
distances in a compact 2D texture. Our solution can render complex bokeh effects without undersampling artifacts in real time, and
greatly improve the photorealism of defocus-blur rendering.

Index Terms—real-time rendering, bokeh, depth of field, defocus blur, GPU
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 BOKEH in photography refers to the way a lens system2

renders defocus-blurred points (in particular, strong3

highlights) in terms of Circle Of Confusion (COC) [1].4

Aesthetic look of the bokeh is a crucial element in pho-5

torealistic defocus-blur rendering. The appearance of the6

bokeh is characterized by intrinsic factors of optical systems,7

including the shape of a diaphragm and aberrations (e.g.,8

radial distortion, optical vignetting, and dispersion). Also,9

dynamic partial visibilities of objects are important for realistic10

bokeh rendering, as they matter in defocus-blur rendering [2].11

Multiview sampling techniques [3], [4], [5] that distribute12

rays from a lens can naturally render high-quality bokeh13

effects. However, strong highlights in the bokeh dominate14

the integration of incoming rays, and force to require very15

dense sampling to avoid ghosting. For instance, a 2562 bokeh16

pattern requires up to 64K lens samples to reveal full details,17

which is far from real-time efficiency.18

Real-time rendering has been using the scatter-based19

splatting of predefined sprites to express the bokeh effects [6],20

[7], [8], [9], [10]. Realistic patterns can be obtained through21

photography or physically-based rendering [11], [12], [13],22

[14]. Nonetheless, the static nature of the sprites impedes23

the integration of visibility and aberrations, being limited24

only in simple non-physical patterns. Our work tackles these25

challenges for real-time high-quality bokeh rendering.26

In this article, we present a novel real-time bokeh ren-27

dering technique that splats pre-computed sprites for per-28

formance, but integrates visibilities and aberrations as well29

to obtain high-quality dynamic appearances. We improve30

bokeh rendering in terms both of extrinsic (scene-related)31

and intrinsic (relating solely to optical systems) appearances.32

Unlike the previous distributed techniques, we decouple33

the visibility sampling of strong highlights as bokeh sources34
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and the rest (Fig. 1). Regular objects go through sparse 35

sampling, but the highlights are precisely tested for their 36

visibilities using projective rasterization from highlights onto 37

a lens. We thereby attain accurate screen-space visibilities, 38

which exhibit full details of bokeh textures. For the intrinsic 39

factors, we propose a compact 2D lookup table (LUT) and 40

its effective parametric transformation scheme for high- 41

dimensional aberrations. The LUT encodes only radial 42

aberrations against image distances, which are physically 43

ray-traced through optical systems. Our texture-parameter 44

transformation scheme based on the thick-lens model obtains 45

non-trivial patterns, giving more controllability beyond the 46

physically-based ray tracing. 47

Our major contributions can be summarized as: 48

• an efficient accurate visibility sampling technique for 49

bokeh rendering and its acceleration techniques; 50

• a compact bokeh LUT encoding and its effective para- 51

metric transformation scheme for spatial complexities. 52

2 RELATED WORK 53

We briefly review previous studies on bokeh modeling and 54

rendering with respect to extrinsic and intrinsic appearances. 55

Extrinsic appearances of bokeh (e.g., COC size and visibil- 56

ity) can be naturally handled by sampling-based defocus-blur 57

rendering techniques such as distributed ray tracing [3], [5] or 58

accumulation buffering [4]. The classical techniques, however, 59

use the thin-lens model [15], and their results are not entirely 60

physically faithful. Ray tracing through optical systems can 61

exhibit more accurate spectrospatial aberrations [11], [12], 62

[13]. However, they require very dense sampling to avoid 63

aliasing, and hence, have been used in offline processes. Also, 64

their expressive power is constrained by physical limits. 65

Sprite-based rendering is suitable to express aesthetic 66

intrinsic aspects of the bokeh [6], [16]. The bokeh texture can 67

be pre-generated in many ways such as photography [17], 68

[18], manual drawing [19], or ray tracing [11], [12], [14], 69

[20]. Splatting is common for real-time graphics-processing- 70

unit (GPU) rendering, and can represent fine details well. 71

In contrast, gather-based approaches [9], [10], [21], [22], the 72
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Fig. 1: General defocus-blur rendering integrates all the rays
through the lens (a), but wastes samples when needing only
highlights (the red lines). In contrast, our projection from the
highlight obtains precise visibility without redundancy.

other majority, is significantly limited due to the nature73

of sparse/separable convolutions. The appearance is not74

associated with the scene in particular for visibilities, and the75

static pattern does not reflect dynamic aberrations. Hence,76

their quality has been far from realistic bokeh effects.77

Our solution simultaneously tackles precise visibility,78

which has been available from offline ray tracing, and79

dynamic aesthetic aspects in the splatting. We use a compact80

2D LUT for real-time performance, but involve dynamic aber-81

rations at runtime using texture-parameter transformation.82

For visibility evaluation, we decouple the dense sampling83

of bokeh sources from regular objects. Thereby, our solution84

avoids redundant dense sampling for regular objects, and85

can be used even in defocus-blur postprocessing.86

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW87

The overview of the rendering pipeline of our work is shown88

in Fig. 2. Our system follows the basically same approach as89

a conventional real-time postprocessing does, where a static90

bokeh texture is splatted onto the regular defocus-blurred91

image at the locations of highlights detected from a pin-92

hole image [23]. Our solution is largely distinguished from93

the conventional ones for its dynamic visibility sampling94

and dynamic bokeh texture generation with a pre-generated95

bokeh profile. We explain more details in what follows.96

We generate an intensity profile texture offline (Sec. 5.2),97

and prepare aperture textures, depending on f -number. In98

the online stage, we first prepare multi-layer pinhole-image99

textures encoding colors, depths, and object indices every100

frame. We then generate regular defocus blur [5], on which101

the bokeh sprites are splatted.102

The online bokeh rendering first extracts highlights103

(Sec. 4.1). We then generate visibility mask textures (Sec. 4.2).104

Finally, we splat bokeh textures using the LUT (Sec. 5.2)105

and its parameter transformation (Sec. 5.3). The center of106

the sprite is its position as seen in the main view, and the107

size is its COC diameter. Then, we apply visibility masking,108

aperture shapes, and other intrinsic appearances (Sec. 5.4). If109

the source is a clustered source where multiple point sources110

are merged, it is blur-filtered to achieve a smoother look.111

Finally, the bokeh rendering is blended onto the regular112

defocus-blurred image to produce the final output.113

4 VISIBILITY SAMPLING114

Bokeh is observed differently by varying visibilities between115

the camera and objects. Partial occlusions with blurry objects116
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Fig. 2: Overview of our rendering pipeline.

require evaluating scene-dependent visibilities. Background 117

blur against focused objects can be depth-masked [7], [8], but 118

leads to a wrong approximation. The previous distributed 119

techniques [3], [4], [5] can easily solve this problem, but their 120

too dense sampling is very costly. 121

To this end, we introduce an accurate screen-space 122

visibility sampling for highlights. Given highlights extracted 123

from a scene, we first derive a point-source model and 124

approximate the model with clustering. Then, we explain 125

culling and warping to improve performance. 126

4.1 Highlight Extraction 127

To extract highlight pixels, we examine strong-intensity 128

pixels of the multi-layer pinhole images that above a constant 129

threshold (the maximum value that can be represented in 130

a pixel; e.g., 1). High-dynamic-range (HDR) inputs need to 131

be provided. When low-dynamic-range (LDR) inputs are 132

only available, we convert them to HDR inputs. Learning- 133

based great techniques exist to this end [24], [25], but are too 134

costly for real-time rendering (e.g., 2 s/frame [24]). Instead, 135

we simply amplify LDR intensities, which is empirical yet 136

effective for our purpose. In our implementation, regular 137

objects are linearly scaled (e.g., 10×) only for specular 138

shading. The background color is scaled by 1+αL10, where 139

L is a luminance and α is a user-defined scale (e.g., 100–200). 140

When decoupling the regular defocus-blur and bokeh 141

rendering, the total energy should be kept. Therefore, after 142

extracting highlights, we remove their intensities from the 143

input images. However, a simple removal leads to noticeable 144

aliasing (dark-dot ghosts) due to the difference of sampling 145

densities. To avoid this, we set the new (after-removal) 146

intensity of a highlight as the average of the nearby non- 147

highlight pixels (e.g., eight neighbors), and use only the 148

difference from the original intensity as inputs. 149

4.2 Model 150

4.2.1 Point-Source Model 151

The visibility sampling in the bokeh rendering naturally 152

follows the same principle as done in general defocus-blur 153
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TABLE 1: Culling methods and handling of different conditions.

Method Targets Metric Vis. sampling Splatting

COC Highlights Small COC × ×

Occlusion Highlights Occluded × ×
Fully visible × ©

VV Objects All objs. culled × ©

rendering [3]; we also follow the sampling-based approach154

but with rasterization. Given a point q on the sensor, its155

intensity I(q) is the integration of the visible rays that pass156

through the lens system to the sensor, expressed as:157

I(q) = f (Ψ(q),Ω), (1)

where Ψ(q) is the set of outgoing (leaving the lens system)158

ray samples that originate from q, and Ω is the set of scene159

objects. f is a discrete integration function defined as:160

f (Ψ,Ω) := ∑
r∈Ψ

∑
p∈Ω

L(r,p)v(r,p), (2)

where L(r,p) and v(r,p) are the radiance and the binary161

visibility function (having 1 or 0) of p with respect to r.162

Here, for every r (corresponding to a view in the multi-view163

rendering), the visibilities of all the objects require being164

evaluated. As already alluded to, this classical way needs165

very dense sampling of the rays to avoid aliasing.166

Our idea to cope with the problem is decoupling the167

sampling density of the highlight pixels (potential bokeh168

sources) from those of regular objects so that only the169

visibilities for the highlights are sampled densely. Let the170

sole set of highlights be Θ. Also, let another (denser) set of171

rays be Φ(q). We then derive the following decomposition:172

I(q) = f (Ψ(q),Ω−Θ)+ f (Φ(q),Θ). (3)

Eq. (3) gives us a chance to greatly improve the bokeh173

rendering. Firstly, we can focus on improving the evaluation174

of visibilities of the highlights without involving regular175

objects. Secondly, the appearance of the bokeh becomes176

controllable for quality-performance tradeoff. For instance,177

we can use denser sampling only for the bokeh and employ178

additional acceleration techniques.179

Despite this decoupled sampling, the regular objects (Ω−180

Θ) are still involved in the visibility evaluation for bokeh (Θ),181

because they can occlude highlights. This poses a challenge.182

Whereas only the red lines (to the highlights) are of our183

interest (Fig. 1(a)), we still have to test intersections against184

all the other objects. This is obviously too costly, and is also185

prone to be erroneous unless dense sampling is used.186

To solve this, we introduce a forward batch visibility187

sampling. The visibility of a highlight is only related to rays188

in the cone formed by the highlight and the lens; see Fig. 1(b).189

Then, a forward tracing from the highlight only considers190

effective potential occluders. This forward ray casting can be191

equivalent to a rasterization on the frustum conservatively192

enclosing the cone, enabling a GPU-based projection. In this193

way, we can attain virtually full visibilities without aliasing,194

keeping sparse sampling for regular objects.195

The efficiency of our visibility sampling stems from less196

dependency to ray samples and more dependency to the197

complexity of highlights. Let the COC radius of a bokeh be C.198

highlight
main view main view view

cone

view

cone

Local min/max depthsGlobal min/max depths

main view

Fig. 3: Iterative refinement of depth bounds for occlusion culling.

For example, given C = 128, the classical approach requires 199

up to 2562 lens samples per pixel for full visibility sampling; 200

though, a bokeh texture resolution is typically higher than 201

2562. In contrast, ours requires evaluating only |Θ| (number 202

of highlights) samples. When |Θ| is much less than C2, ours 203

becomes much more efficient. In addition, we can reduce the 204

cost for visibility intersection test similarly to the occlusion 205

and view-frustum culling (view frusta for highlights are 206

typically very small) and aggressive approximations. 207

4.2.2 Clustering-Based Approximation 208

When there are too many highlights in the scene, brute-force 209

repetition for visibility evaluations can be costly, losing the 210

benefit of our approach. Merging similar point sources into 211

groups can be a reasonable approximation for reducing the 212

number of effective visibility evaluations. 213

We employ mipmapping to hierarchically merge high- 214

light pixels in the screen space. A highlight map, having 215

non-zero highlight pixels, initializes the finest mipmap level 216

(l = 0), and the reduction is repeated (e.g., 4 times). 217

For each reduction level l, 2×2 input texels end up with 218

a single output texel. To avoid handling too many combi- 219

nations, we run horizontal and vertical passes successively. 220

Thereby, each pass handles only two input texels. When more 221

than one texels are invalid (non-highlight), we send only a 222

valid pixel (if any) to the next pass (vertical pass or the next 223

level). Otherwise, we merge similar texels. When two texels 224

are still distinct, we store one (e.g., one farther from camera) 225

to a result list, and send the other to the next pass. 226

Similarity for the grouping is measured in terms of object- 227

space distance, since neighboring objects are likely to share 228

visibilities. A similarity threshold at mipmap level l is defined 229

as τ(l) = kτ 2l , where kτ is a scene-dependent scale. The group- 230

ing averages object-space positions, keeps a maximum inter- 231

object image-space distance, and accumulates intensities. 232

Then, the attributes of a merged source are treated as if 233

a single source. Further, filtering with their image-space 234

parallaxes can be applied to achieve smooth boundaries. 235

When temporal coherence matters (e.g., animation), we 236

additionally cluster the outcome of the mipmap reduction, 237

which iteratively merge them with global pairwise compari- 238

son (O(n2)). We again use object-space distance as similarity 239

threshold. This further reduction is effective for moderate 240

number of sources, which alleviates temporal incoherence. 241

4.3 Culling 242

Our visibility sampling involves multi-pass scene rasteri- 243

zation, which repeats for every highlight. This can be non- 244
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Fig. 4: Visibility-map warping using ray tracing [5] and examples.

trivial for many highlights, but fortunately, there are many245

redundancies that can be avoided. Here, we introduce three246

culling techniques. The COC-size culling and occlusion247

culling (OC) test whether the highlights’ visibility maps248

need to be drawn, and the view volume (VV) culling reduces249

the number of objects that are included in the visibility-250

map rendering. Table 1 summarizes the culling metrics, test251

targets, and how to handle each condition.252

4.3.1 COC-Size Culling253

Highlights nearby the focusing plane have smaller COC sizes254

than the rest. Fewer samples suffice for them, which can255

be covered by the regular defocus-blur rendering. Hence,256

excluding them from the decoupled visibility handling257

could improve performance. Precisely, given the regular lens258

samples N and the screen-space COC radius C of a highlight,259

when πC2 ≤ N, the visibility sampling can safely ignore them260

(e.g., C≤ 9 for N = 256). Let a set of such highlights be Π. We261

derive a better decomposition from Eq. (3):262

I(q) = f (Ψ(q),Ω−Θ+Π)+ f (Φ(q),Θ−Π). (4)

Note that involving Π hardly affects the performance of the263

regular defocus-blur rendering. Actually, our implementation264

renders even the geometries of the highlights, and just265

discards their colors to avoid their (tricky) removal within266

regular objects.267

4.3.2 Occlusion Culling268

Fully occluded (by objects) or fully visible bokehs do not need269

to evaluate partial visibilities; though, the fully visible bokehs270

are directly splatted for the final output. This idea leads to271

great reduction in the number of effective visibility maps.272

For the occlusion test, we use an image-based occlusion273

query within the view frustum (VF) F of the bokeh (Fig. 3).274

The full occlusion is found when the highlight is farther than275

maximum depth within F , and the fully visible highlight276

when closer than the minimum depth.277

We find the min/max depth bound in F similarly to [26]278

(Fig. 3). To avoid the exhaustive rendering of all the occluders,279

we reuse the G-Buffer of the main-view rendering (for the280

final output), which is readily available in the deferred281

rendering. We first find a global depth bound (d0
min,d

0
max)282

in the G-Buffer, where d0
min is fed as a seed for the iteration283

below. We iterate to tighten the local depth bound:284

(di
min,d

i
max)←M (F ,d = di−1

min), (5)

where M finds min/max values within the screen-space285

projection (in the G-Buffer) of the intersection of F and the286

plane (d = di−1
min). Iterating 2–3 times suffices in practice.287

SensorLensFocal Plane

E C

Principal plane (H = H')

Optical axis

uFocal Length (F)
d

P P'

SensorLensFocal Plane

CE

Primary principal plane Secondary principal plane

 

Optical axis

d Front Focal Length u

(H')(H)

P P'

Back Focal Length

Fig. 5: The thin-lens (above) and thick-lens (below) models [28].

To query local min/max depth values in a screen space 288

quad, we use the N-buffers [27], which contain min/max 289

depth values in a square area of 2i×2i in texture Ti, and tiling 290

them finds min/max for any rectangular shapes [26]. 291

4.3.3 View-Volume Culling 292

When a highlight passes both of COC-size and occlusion 293

culling, it is likely to see objects in its view and its partial 294

visibility map needs to be drawn. Here, we further cull the 295

objects outside its VV to the lens. Since the lens is much 296

smaller than the scene, the views at highlights have narrow 297

fields of view, which potentially cull many objects in complex 298

scenes and accelerates visibility-map rendering. 299

The standard VF culling (VFC) can be applied here, but 300

we only care about View Cone (VC; see Fig. 1b)). Thus, objects 301

inside VF but not in VC can be further culled. Thereby, we 302

perform VC culling (VCC), which is tighter than the VFC. 303

To efficiently cull many objects, we perform the VCC in 304

GPU, and also skip tests for objects outside the main view 305

(for the final result). When all the scene objects turn out to be 306

culled for a specific highlight, we bypass its visibility-map 307

rendering; this occurs, because the OC is more conservative. 308

4.4 Warping 309

Despite the efficiency achieved by our culling techniques, the 310

geometry rasterization passes for the visibility map can be 311

still costly for complex scenes. We here present an alternative 312

technique, which uses the image-based ray tracing [5] to 313

generate visibility maps without actual geometry passes. 314

We start from the depth-peeled G-Buffer [5], [29]. Primary 315

rays are defined from the highlight to lens samples (Fig. 4). 316

The ray’s projection onto the image plane of the main view 317

defines two screen-space endpoints. Within the screen-space 318

footprint, we trace back to front (farther to closer in depth), 319

and find the nearest intersection; see [5] for details. 320

A local depth bound can define a shorter ray segment, 321

which reduces the cost for long footprints. Finding the local 322

depth bound is exactly the same as used in our OC, and thus, 323

we re-use the local depth bound calculated for the OC. Fig. 4 324

compares the warping result and a reference depth map. 325
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Fig. 6: Ray tracing-based profiling of the bokeh textures along
image distances and its encoding into a compact 2D texture.

5 BOKEH APPEARANCE RENDERING326

Reproduction of realistic bokeh effects also involves intrinsic327

characteristics of optical systems, including aberrations,328

dispersion, distortion, diffraction, and optical vignetting. In329

this section, we present how to achieve such effects, keeping330

bokeh splatting lightweight. We first revisit the lens models331

that we use. Then, we describe how to encode ray-traced332

patterns into a look-up table (LUT), the parameters of which333

are transformed for flexible runtime deformation.334

5.1 Background: Lens Models335

In geometric optics, the relationship of a focal length F , an336

object distance d (> F), and an image distance u (> F) is337

defined by the Gaussian lens formula:338

d(u) = uF/(u−F) and u(d) = dF/(d−F). (6)

The classical thin-lens model assumes rays refract once339

(Fig. 5), and d and u are defined from the single principal340

plane. Given the effective lens radius E and the focusing341

distance d f (for objects to appear sharp), an image-space342

COC radius C for d [15] is:343

C(d,d f ) =

(
EF

d f −F

)(
d−d f

d

)
. (7)

The thick-lens model better abstracts multi-element op-344

tical systems, where refraction occurs twice at the primary345

principal plane (H) and the secondary principal plane (H ′) [28]346

(Fig. 5). Parallel incoming rays from the scene refract at H ′347

and focus at the focal point P′, and parallel rays coming from348

the sensor refract at H and focus at the focal point P. The349

distance from H ′ to P′ is referred to be a Back Focal Length350

(BFL), and that from H to P to be a Front Focal Length (FFL).351

Since we are interested in objects in the scene, we use BFL352

as an Effective Focal Length (EFL). H and H ′ can be found353

at the intersections from rays leaving the last element to the354

parallel primary rays (from the sensor and entrance planes355

for H and H ′, respectively) [30]. Since d and u are defined356

from where refraction occurs (i.e., the principal planes), d357

and u are defined to be z−H and H ′− z, respectively [31],358

where z is a displacement of the object from the origin. Then,359

we can still derive the COC size using Eq. (7).360

In our case, the thick-lens model is used to encode ray-361

traced profiles of optical systems into an LUT. Once the362

profile is built, we use thin-lens model for rendering to inte-363

grate the profile to the existing thin-lens based applications.364

Comparison (PSNR and SSIM)Reference Target images

Fig. 7: Bokeh-only quality comparison.

5.2 Compact 2D Look-Up Table Encoding 365

Analytical synthesis of optical patterns is convenient [32], 366

but often infeasible for complex patterns. An alternative 367

is physically-based ray tracing, which can capture natural 368

appearances [11], [12], [13], [14], [20], [30], [33]. We also trace 369

rays similarly to the previous work, but store the intensity 370

profile into an LUT texture. At runtime stage, we obtain more 371

complex patterns with LUT parameter transformations. 372

A faithful profile requires iteration with high-dimensional 373

parameters. What matters in our observation includes 7-D 374

parameters: an object position p := (x,y,d), a lens sample v := 375

(s, t), a focal depth d f , and wavelength λ . Obviously, brute- 376

force measurement may suffer from excessive memory and 377

be GPU-unfriendly. Hence, dimension reduction is crucial 378

for compact storage as well as run-time performance. 379

Our approach is encoding the profile in a compact 2D 380

texture and deriving a mapping to the texture coordinate for 381

the others. The LUT is built for the full-lens model, but for 382

the mapping to be controllable without a ray tracer, we base 383

our parametric mapping on the thick-lens/thin-lens model. 384

Precisely, we consider objects only on the optical axis (i.e., 385

x= 0, y= 0), and batch-cast rays from p to all the (s, t) samples 386

on the entrance pupil; non-zero (x,y) is approximated in the 387

distortion (Sec. 5.4). Then, given p, images on the sensor 388

side appear no more points, but COCs whose intensity 389

distributions depend on the image distance. Since the image 390

is usually radially symmetric (except for anamorphic lenses), 391

we can further simplify the 2D profile into 1D lines (see 392

Fig. 6); the 1D lines are functions of radial screen-space offset 393

r of sprite pixels from the center of the sprite. 394

We measure the sensor-side images with respect to a 395

fixed reference focal point at pr = (0,0,zr); the object distance 396

dr = zr−H, where z = H is the the primary principal plane. 397

Then, we end up with a 2D texture that encodes 1D profiles 398

along the image distance u (Fig. 6). u is densely (e.g., 1024) 399

sampled in [−zl ,zl ], where zl is the distance from the last 400

optical element to the sensor (z = 0). When zr = ∞, the least 401

COCs are located around the sensor, but dr = ∞ is difficult to 402

handle the parametric mapping with a finite d. So, we choose 403

a finite dr (e.g., 1 meter away from H). Note that alternative 404

measurement for a fixed image distance ur is hard due to 405

unbounded d ∈ [F,∞), and is likely to be scene-dependent. 406

5.3 Texture Parameter Mapping 407

The previous formulation uses a fixed focus. We here derive 408

mappings for other parameters to reuse the LUT at runtime. 409

5.3.1 Foci 410

As dr (as a focal depth) moves, we may repeat profiling, but 411

want to keep the LUT compact. To this end, we introduce a 412

mapping for varying focal depth d f using duality between 413

u and d. Each pattern found at an image distance u f in the 414

LUT is equivalent to the image formed by the object at dr 415

(here, not necessarily focused), when a focus d f is at d(u f ). 416
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Hence, the image of the object at dr can be found at u(d f ). As417

a consequence, focus-dependent images of pr can be fetched418

using a texture coordinate t := (u(d f ),r), where r is a radial419

length of v.420

5.3.2 Object Depth421

Since we can find the image of the object at dr, what we need422

next is an image for a different object distance d′ given the423

same d f . We assume the profiles linearly scale for different424

object distances. Then, we can find the mapping from the425

configuration 〈d′,d f 〉 to 〈dr,d′f 〉 so that both have the same426

image-space COC radii as:427

C(d′,d f ) =C(dr,d′f ). (8)

Solving Eq. (8) for the unknown d′f leads to the texture428

coordinate t′ = (u(d′f ),r) for the configuration 〈d′,d f 〉.429

5.3.3 Spectral Dispersion430

We can similarly derive the COC mapping for dispersion,431

but our mapping does not well capture the nonlinearity432

of chromatic aberrations. Fortunately, chromatic patterns433

can be integrated together. We integrated 25 wavelengths in434

λ = [440,680] nm, and this leads to high-quality color profiles435

similar to those of the reference ray tracer (see Sec. 6.2).436

5.4 Advanced Appearance Models437

Here, we describe further considerations beyond the intensity438

profile, revisiting the previous literature.439

5.4.1 Aperture440

The bokeh shape itself under higher f -stops (i.e., partial441

diaphragm opening) needs to resemble the diaphragm. To442

incorporate the shape, the aperture can be defined as a binary443

mask. We multiply it with the 2D intensity profile, and obtain444

the 2D sprite. More realistic aperture textures can incorporate445

granular noises [20] and near-field ringing [34].446

5.4.2 Distortion447

Additional non-trivial radial aberrations are found at periph-448

ery such as barrel and pin-cushion distortions. To reflect the449

distortions, we apply a simple parametric warping based on450

the division model [35], defined as: u = c+ d−c
1+K|d−c|2 , where u,451

c, and d are an undistorted point, the center of the screen, and452

a distorted point, respectively. K is an empirical coefficient453

to control the shape (e.g., −0.1 for the barrel distortion).454

5.4.3 Optical vignetting 455

Optical vignetting, often dubbed as “cat’s eye,” is an effect 456

that is caused by the successive reduction of lens open- 457

ings, which causes elliptic bokeh patterns at the periphery; 458

reflections from housing also exist, but are negligible. We 459

again prefer an analytic model to the ray tracing (naturally 460

achieving this). The unblocked area can be approximated as 461

the intersection of the projection of an earlier opening onto 462

a rear element along the angle of the incident rays [36]. The 463

simplest way is involving only the entrance pupil and the 464

smallest element, leading to a sharp boundary. Successive 465

reductions through multiple elements yield a smooth edge. 466

6 RESULTS 467

In this section, we first report the evaluation of our visibility 468

sampling technique. Then, we provide more examples to 469

prove the versatility of our solution ranging from high quality 470

to real-time rendering. Our solution is implemented on an 471

Intel Core i9 2.8GHz machine with NVIDIA GeForce RTX 472

2080 Ti using OpenGL. The tests use 1920×1080 resolution. 473

6.1 Visibility Sampling 474

6.1.1 Method 475

Four scenes are used for the experiments; Christmas Tree (CT; 476

9 objects, 25K tri.), BaLl (BL; 9 objects, 36K tri.), Statue in Street 477

(SS; 1 objects, 301K tri.), and Toy Dinosaurs (TD; 275 objects, 478

617K tri.). The CT scene locates objects in a shallow depth 479

range with many background highlights (about 32K for our 480

point-source model). The BL scene distributes balls in a wider 481

depth range. The SS scene has a single high-complexity object. 482

The TD scene has many complex objects. 483

Reference results (of the highest rendering quality) are 484

generated with the accumulation buffering [4] with sufficient 485

samples (N = 64K), which is the most accurate rasterization- 486

based rendering technique in terms of visibilities. For compar- 487

ison, we took three existing techniques, all of which are based 488

on the thin-lens model. The accumulation buffering (yet with 489

less samples) and image-space ray tracing [5] are chosen 490

for object-space and image-space techniques, respectively. 491

Simple depth-based masking is chosen for an approximate 492

postprocessing technique [7], [8], which simply compares 493

depths of highlight pixels and objects in pinhole images. 494
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Fig. 10: Our single-view highlight extraction does not capture view
dependency (see the elongation of the highlights in the reference).

Our bokeh rendering is designed as a postprocessing495

solution for defocus-blur rendering. Whereas any of methods496

can be used, we took the image-space ray tracing [5] to fulfill497

high quality and performance simultaneously; precisely, we498

use 4-layer depth peeling and 256 lens samples.499

The quality is measured against the references in terms500

of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity501

(SSIM) [37], and performance in frame time (in ms). Since 502

ours does not generate regular defocus blur, we measured 503

only the qualities of bokeh renderings (Fig. 7) to observe the 504

sole effects of the bokeh rendering. To extract bokeh-only 505

images from the references, we removed the colors of non- 506

highlight objects, as for our highlight extraction (Sec. 4.1). 507

Performance, however, was measured for the entire process, 508

including the regular defocus-blur rendering. 509

For the bokeh-source models of our solution, we sepa- 510

rately assessed the point-source (PS) and clustered-source 511

(CS) models. We excluded intrinsic appearance variations for 512

the quality comparison, since they are not available for the 513

previous techniques. The CS model uses clustered sources 514

that merge down to 4, 3, 6, and 13 % of the point sources for 515

CT, BL, SS, and TD scenes, respectively. The CS model did 516

not use the global post-merge operation, which too simplifies 517

the resulting look (e.g., further reduction down to 1/3). 518
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6.1.2 Quality519

Fig. 8 shows the overall accuracy of our visibility sampling520

with respect to focus changes from front to back. Ours evalu-521

ates visibility correctly, similar to those of the reference; the522

partial visibility of the bokeh (the red and green insets) shows523

overturned results, but not in the depth-based masking.524

Fig. 9 shows the equal-time comparison of our method525

(using projective rasterization) and the two distributed526

techniques. Overall, our solution is inherently free from527

noises, and is visually comparable to the reference in both528

the PS and CS models, while the accumulation buffering529

and image-based ray tracing produce noisy undersampling530

artifacts. The CT, BL, and SS scenes are of high similarities531

(SSIM>0.98) but the TD scene is slightly lower (SSIM>0.96).532

The lower SSIM values for the TD scene result from one of533

the limitations of our solution, where highlights are extracted534

from a single pinhole view, and their view dependency is535

not captured unlike the references (see Fig. 10 for another536

example). The PSNR value is low in the CT scene, because537

our highlight extraction method cannot capture highlights538

outside the image periphery (left bottom of the CT scene).539

Our CS approximation highly improves performance,540

while marginally degrading quality (< 0.05; SSIM). The541

approximation is still effective at 90% reduction of the point-542

source. A more aggressive approximation for further speed-543

up needs to be tuned for quality-performance trade-off.544

We also evaluate the effects of the visibility-map warping545

against the projective rasterization in PS and CS models546

(Fig. 11). The warping produces almost the same results547

(SSIM>0.99 and PSNR>34) as the precise rasterization does.548

6.1.3 Performance 549

The CS model significantly improves the performance against 550

the PS model (Fig. 9). The speed-up factors of the CS model 551

with projective rasterization against the PS model reach up to 552

9.9, 1.7, 4.3, and 1.9 for CT, BL, SS, and TD scenes, respectively. 553

The speed-up is more pronounced for the scenes with many 554

highlights (here, CT and SS). 555

Fig. 11 shows rendering performance of the visibility- 556

map warping. Not all the cases benefit from the warping. 557

A speed-up exists, when the warping is cheaper than the 558

geometric rendering of occluders. This corresponds to SS 559

scene, where the speed-up factors are 1.3/1.1 (PS/CS). For 560

the other scenes (with lower geometric complexity), the 561

projective rasterization performs better; the speed-ups of 562

the regular rasterization are 1.8/1.4, 1.2/1.1, and 1.1/1.0 563

(PS/CS) for CT, BL, and TD scenes, respectively. If scene 564

statistics is available, we can choose a better strategy. 565

Fig. 12 reports the per-stage breakdown of performance of 566

our PS and CS models, including the entire rendering process 567

from highlight extraction to regular defocus-blur rendering 568

and splatting. The visibility sampling governs the rendering 569

cost for the PS model, but its cost is significantly reduced 570

with the highlight source clustering. Unlike the object-space 571

techniques, the performance of our approach depends on 572

the number of highlights. Therefore, CT and SS scenes with 573

many highlights are relatively slow, unlike BL and TD scenes. 574

Our culling techniques greatly reduce the number of per- 575

highlight visibility sampling. CT, BL, SS, and TD scenes cull 576

63, 95, 90, 88 % of highlights, respectively. In particular, the 577

frustum culling is very effective, where the culling ratios 578

reach up to 56, 95, 80, 43 %. 579

Fig. 13 reports the effects of the degree of the clustering 580

in the CS model (i.g., the mipmap level l of the highlight 581

map reduction). The deeper levels gain higher reduction 582

of the highlights, trading quality for performance. In our 583

experiments, a good balance is found at the level l = 4 584

(reduction down to 4, 3, 6, and 13 % for CT, BL, SS, and 585

TD scenes), where the quality (in terms of SSIM) is still close 586

to the those of the PS model, but the cost reduction is great. 587

6.2 Intrinsic Appearance 588

We here demonstrate our LUTs, and compare their intensity 589

reconstructions along varying object depths against ray 590

tracing. Then, we show the combinations of advanced factors. 591
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Fig. 14: Example achromatic bokeh-profile LUTs ray-traced for the reference wavelength (λr = 587.6 nm, dr = 1000 mm).

6.2.1 Intensity Profile592

The intensity profile is generated with 10242 rays on the593

entrance pupil in an offline stage. The profile is ray-traced for594

dr = 1,000 mm and λr = 587.6. The chromatic profile uses 25595

wavelengths in [440, 680] nm. Four lens systems are used for596

the experiments; a simple spherical lens, triplet lens, prime597

lens, and zoom lens (Fig. 14). In our tests, the process takes598

10–12 sec for the achromatic profile and a few minutes for599

the chromatic profile, but needs to be done only once.600

Fig. 15 compares bokeh patterns generated with our601

LUTs along object distances against the ray-traced patterns;602

reconstructed 2D bokehs are shown below each profile. Since603

our mapping (Eq. 8) assumes a thick-lens model, slight errors604

are observed due to aberrations while evaluating principal605

planes. Though, the quality is high; the maximum PSNRs606

reach up to 60 dB, and minimum PSNRs around 28 dB.607

6.2.2 Individual Effects608

Further appearance improvements on optical vignetting,609

distortion/dispersion, and aperture shape are shown in the610

Fig. 16; the TD scene is excluded due to its small bokeh611

sizes. The CT scene used a sharp optical vignetting (using the612

smallest lens element), while BL and SS scenes use successive613

multi-element optical vignetting. The barrel distortion is ex-614

aggerated with K =−0.4. They greatly improve photorealism615

with only marginal cost (0.5–1 ms for all).616

6.3 Optimization for Practical Real-Time Rendering 617

So far, we have shown the quality and performance of our 618

solution, which aims to produce results similar to those of 619

references. Here, we show more practical examples that are 620

optimized for real-time rendering (Fig. 17). Aggressive (hand- 621

crafted) clustering of highlights produces still good perceived 622

qualities. We use 66 (18 points, 48 clustered sources), 42 (1 623

points, 41 clustered sources), and 37 (7 points, 30 clustered 624

sources) highlights for the CT, BL, and SS scenes, respectively. 625

For the visibility sampling, the CT and BL scenes use the 626

projective rasterization, and SS scene uses the warping; 627

performance difference between the two is insignificant (up 628

to 0.2 ms). Our solution adds only 1–2 ms to to the regular 629

defocus-blur rendering, and still achieves realistic looks. 630

7 CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 631

We presented a real-time bokeh rendering technique. Our 632

solution can handle dynamic visibilities by decoupling 633

bokeh sources from the regular defocus-blur rendering. Our 634

acceleration techniques can reduce the cost for visibility map 635

evaluation. Our intrinsic profile is stored in a compact LUT; a 636

single 10242 LUT texture is enough in practice. Its lightweight 637

parameter transformation allows us to render complex bokeh 638

effects in real time. Finally, we conclude with limitations. 639

Our visibility sampling may be inefficient for excessive 640

highlights (e.g., > 10K sources) due to repetitive rasterization. 641
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Fig. 16: Effects of combinations of advanced intrinsic appearance models.

A better highlight reduction strategy needs to be investigated642

to handle more highlights.643

Our single-view highlight extraction is view-independent,644

whereas it should be view-dependent. Hence, the results645

are slightly different from the reference. Tiny specular646

sources may flicker, and highlights can be elongated by647

the displacement of views. This view dependency could be648

improved with sparse multi-view inputs.649

Our highlight extraction and clustering-based approxi-650

mation does not guarantee temporal coherence, which may651

cause slight instability in consecutive frames. A simple rem-652

edy can be a smooth transition of the lifetime of highlights653

similarly to particle systems, but further research is encour-654

aged on temporally-coherent clustering and interpolation.655

Quality of our highlight extraction can be improved with656

light-source estimation techniques. Recently, learning-based657

techniques exist [38], [39], but their estimation performance658

and target environment constraints limit their use in real-659

time rendering. This encourages further work on real-time 660

high-quality light-source estimation. 661
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